Hot Wheels Ramp Exit Plate Installa on
Kit Components:

Tools Required:
•

#2 Phillips Screwdriver

(1) Le& Ramp Exit Plate - MTL0233-00

•

1/4” Hex Driver

(1) Right Ramp Exit Plate - MTL0233-01

•

***Right Angle Pliers may be needed for the
adjustment of the downward poin%ng tab a&er
installa%on (refer to Step 7).

(4) #8 Flat Washer - WAS0008-00 (2 for
each Plate)

*Disclaimer* Be careful when using hand tools over the playﬁeld. It is recommended to place some foam
or a protec%ve covering over the playﬁeld in the area that you are working, in the chance that if a tool is
dropped, the covering will help protect from any accidental damage. Installa%on is performed at your own
risk.
Step 1.) Using the #2 Phillips screwdriver, remove the two screws from the Orange Ramp Exit.
Step 2.)
Using the 1/4” Hex Driver, remove the (2) hex spacers.

This is what it will look like with the hex spacers removed:

Step 3.) Gently li& the orange ramp, and place the le& Ramp Exit Plate as pictured
below, with the tab in the center hole pointed downward.

Step 4.) Using the 1/4” Hex Driver, install the 2 hex spacers that you previously removed.

Step 5.) Carefully align the Ramp so the slots in each side of the ramp line up with the holes in
the hex spacers.

Step 6.) Place a washer over the slot in the orange ramp and then fasten the screw back into the
hex post, using your #2 Phillips screwdriver. Repeat this step for the other slot in the orange ramp
exit. Make sure the fasteners are secure, but do not over%ghten.

This is how the Ramp Exit Plate should look when installed from the top-down view.

Almost done with the orange ramp, but not yet! Please be sure to con%nue to
Step 7.

Step 7.) Take a pinball, and place the ball into the ball exit hole to test that the ball will successfully drop
down into the inlane. Due to playﬁeld variances, the downward poin%ng tab may need to be bent back
away from the ball entry hole, to allow for space for the ball to successfully fall through into the inlane.
***Repeat these steps to install the Ramp Exit Plate on the blue ramp.

